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Nuclear Refurbishment

ûIlllIRATIOtìl Financial Plan
' The following Chart summarizes the cash flows and FTE's requested in this

Business Plan for Nuclear Refurbishment:
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FTE OPG 5.i 1.r

Fuel Channel LCM Project 2.! f.i 't.7 4.0 0.9 0.0 24.8 22.4
lFu[ ftetease Project IoMeA 2.1 9.i 4.1 0.f 24.1 22.

NoteS: - Pickering B Refurbishment cash flows in 2010 are primarily CNSC fees.
- Capital cash flows for the Darlington Refurbishment Project will be released via a project BCS in accordance with the project release strategy.
- Cash flows related to 'Future Releases' are conceptual and will be firmed up in the Preliminary Planning phase
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1 The section of the 2010-2014 Business Plan for Refurbishment, Projects and Support

2 relating to refurbishment is provided in Attachment 1.

3

4 OPG's capital expenditures for the Darlington Refurbishment project in the test period are

5 $105.2M in2011 and $255.8Min2012, as presented in Ex. D2-T2-S1 Table 3.

6

7 OPG is seeking the following approvals related to the Darlington Refurbishment project:

8 o Approval of test period OM&A costs (which form part of the nuclear revenue requirement)

9 of $5.9M and $4.5M in 2011 and 2012, respectively, for definition phase work for the

10 Darlington Refurbishment project as presented in Ex. F2-TT-sl Table 1.

l1 . Changes in rate base, return on rate base, depreciation expense, tax expense and Bruce

12 lease net revenues that result from the impacts of the service life extension, for purposes

13 of calculating depreciation, and the change in the nuclear liabilities associated with

14 Darlington Refurbishment. These changes are presented in Ex. D2-T2-S1r Tables I and

t5 2.

16 . An increase in rate base to reflect the inclusion of CWIP for the Darlington Refurbishment

l7 Project as presented in Ex. D2-T2-52.

l8 o The recovery of the difference between forecast 2010 non-capital costs associated with

19 the Darlington Refurbishment project and the costs underlying the payment amounts

20 established in EB-2007-0905, as explained in Ex. H1-T2-S1.

2t

22 This evidence also describes the process that OPG will use to manage the Darlington

23 Refurbishment project, a process which received OPG Board approval in November 2009

24 (see Attachment 2). The Darlington Refurbishment project is a major undertaking that will

25 require several years of planning and preparation prior to the first outage in 2016. To mitigate

26 risk, the project is being managed in phases, requiring that certain milestones be achieved

27 before proceeding to a subsequent phase and before OPG Board authorization of the

28 expenditure of funds associated with activities in that phase.

29

30 Although a significant amount of work will be required to develop a "release quality'' estimate,

31 OPG has high confidence that the project will have a Levelized Unit Energy Cost ("LUEC") of
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1 Pollution Probe lnterroqatorv #014
2
3 Ref: Ex. D2-T2-S1, Table 3
4
5 lssue Number: 4.5
6 lssue: Are the capital budgets andior financial commitments for 2011 and 2012'for the
7 nuclear business appropriate and supported by business cases?
8
9 lnterroqatoru

l0
l1 Please extend the time horizon of this Table to show the forecasted capital expenditures for
12 Nuclear Generation Development Projects in 2013 and 2014.
t3
t4
15 Response
l6
17 The time horizon of Ex. D2-T2-S1 , Table 3 is extended to 2013 and 2014 as shown below:
18

lâl lbt lcl tdl leì rt ldì tht

0.0 0.o 0.0 44-4 42.2 149.2 266 3CS 5
2 Darllnqton CamÞus Master Plan 0.0 0.0 1.0 28-6 63.O t06 7Ê7

^aF3 0.0 o-o tft 729 105.2 255.8 342.9 AÂ4.O

nqlon New Nuclear Prolect 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 oo 0.0

5 folal Generâtlon Developmont Capltal 0.0 0.0 1.0 72.9 105.2 255.8 342.9 444.0l9
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

The Darlington Refurbíshment shown here are lower than those shown in the Nuclear
Refurbishment Business Plan (Ex. D2-T2-S1, Attachment 1, page 6) because the Business
Plan numbers include capitalized interest.

As noted in Ex. D2-T2-S1, page 16, OPG has not included any capital costs for new nuclear
in its test period revenue requirement because the Province has not yet determined the cost
recovery mechanism for that project. For the same reason, the 2013 and 2014 capital
expenditures are shown as zero in the table above.

Witness Panel: Nuclear Refurbishment
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Project Manager's Cost Estimates
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1- gets you to eight?

2 MR. ROSE: Yes. The difference between the very high

3 LUEC and the medium LUEC is 2.3.

4 MR. STEPHENSON: 2.3 cents?

5 MR. ROSE: Thatrs correct.

6 MR. STEPHENSON: So in terms of percentages,

7 the percentage that r^¡e are looking at is the percentage

I that 2.3 is of 5.7; right? That is the percentage

9 increase --
1-0 MR. ROSE: In terms of --
LL MR. STEPHENSON: -- over the median?

L2 MR. ROSE: In terms of LUEC, yes.

13 MR. STEPHENSON: Okay. And by my arithmetic, I've got

L4 that around 40 percent.

15 MR. ROSE: Yes.

L6 MR. STEPHENSON: Does that sound right to you?

1"7 MR. ROSE: Yes . 2 .3 over 4 . 7, yes -- 5 . 7, sorry.

18 MR. STEPHENSON: Yes.

1-9 MR. ROSE: Yes.

20 MR. STEPHENSON: Okay. Now, the second question I

2L have for you on the LUEC is this, and it comes back to the

22 question of what you are asking from the Board in this

23 proceeding.

24 And just to give the Board a flavour of what they're

25 being asked to do or what theyrre not being asked to do, I

26 woul-d just l-ike you to assume that the Board approves the

27 application in respect of this element of the case as

28 requested, okay?

ASAP Servíces Inc.
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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1- And then the second thing I want you to assume is that
2 you do -- you in fact do alt of the work in the next two

3 years that you are proposing to do, okay? So assume that,
4 as well.
5 And the third thíng f want you to assume is that you

6 are back here two years hence on your next case, okay?

7 So those are the three assumptl-ons. The question I
B have then is I am assuming you are going to be coming back

9 with some more work that you are going to be looking for
l-0 the Board -- some kind of approval from the Board. rs that
1l- fair?
L2 MR. ROSE: That's correct. Within two years, we will
1-3 advance to the next phase of the project which u¡erre

L4 getting into, detailed engineering and, you know, preparj_ng

15 for the outage. So, yes.

L6 MR. STEPHENSON: Right. But I am assumi_ng --
L7 according with your chart, you are not at that point with
18 a -- likely to have a go/no go decision on the refurb as a

L9 wholet is that correct?

20 MR. ROSE: So based on our feasibility assessment, r4re

2L feel that the project is an economic contractive project,
22 and based on our board decision, we are proceeding with the

23 definition phase.

24 Vühen we will have that final estimate, the base line
25 release quality estimate, will be middle of 2014. We will
26 have an interim update at the end of next year as we go

2'7 back to our board. So we will have a refresh of that.
28 But until we get through the engineering phase, that

ASAP Reponing Semíces Inc.
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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1 is when we will land on a number that we will lock and load

2 on, and it will be measured against forever and a day, and

3 we believe today it is within our range.

4 MR. STEPHENSON: Fair enough. But you are not going

5 to be there in -- 20L2 is when wefre back here again, in

6 theory, so you are not going to have that at that stage; is

7 that fair?

B MR. ROSE: That's correct. ttüe will have a stepped

9 improvement from where r^re are today, but we will not have

L0 the base line, no.

LL MR. STEPHENSON: It may well be that you are going to

L2 come back here -- I take it between nohr and then, you are

1-3 going to be taking a look at the LUEC again; is that fair?

1"4 MR. ROSE: Correct. We will re-look at the LUEC as Ì^re

i-5 go to the board per our release strategy in late 20LL.

L6 MR. STEPHENSON: And on the theory -- presumably, you

17 will have more information, and it may be the same number

1-B or it may be slightty different; fair?

l-9 MR. ROSE: Correct.

20 MR. STEPHENSON: Madam Chair, rather than -- T may be

2L done, but rather than miss something, can I I would like

22 to -- r^re may as well break now, and, to the extent I have

23 something further, I can deal with it on Thursday.

24 MS. CHAPLIN: I¡le will give you that opportunity.

25 MR. STEPHENSON: On Thursday morning. I may be wrong

26 if I say Irve got no more.

27 MS. CHAPLIN: That's fine.

28 MR. STEPHENSON: ftrs not a lot.

ASAP Semices Inc,
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720


